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SUMMARY
In mice and other mammals, forebrain neurons integrate right and left eye information to generate a three-
dimensional representation of the visual environment. Neurons in the visual cortex of mice are sensitive to
binocular disparity,1–3 yet it is unclear whether that sensitivity is linked to the perception of depth.4–8 We
developed a natural task based on the classic visual cliff and pole descent tasks to estimate the psychophys-
ical range of mouse depth discrimination.5,9 Mice with binocular vision descended to a near (shallow) surface
more often when surrounding far (deep) surfaces were progressively more distant. Occlusion of one eye
severely impaired their ability to target the near surface. We quantified the distance at which animals
make their decisions to estimate the binocular image displacement of the checkerboard pattern on the
near and far surfaces. Then, we assayed the disparity sensitivity of large populations of binocular neurons
in primary visual cortex (V1) using two-photon microscopy2 and quantitatively compared this information
available in V1 to their behavioral sensitivity. Disparity information in V1 matches the behavioral performance
over the range of depths examined and was resistant to changes in binocular alignment. These findings
reveal that mice naturally use stereoscopic cues to guide their behavior and indicate a neural basis for this
depth discrimination task.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Disparity selectivity is associated with binocular depth percep-

tion.10 Although mice can discriminate binocular disparities after

training over weeks2, it is unknown whether mice naturally use

this binocular information and whether their natural behavioral

sensitivity to depth matches their neural sensitivity to disparity.

Previous behavioral work has demonstrated that mice are able

to judge the distance of objects, but it is unclear whether monoc-

ular depth cues, such as size and motion parallax, or binocular

cues, such as disparity, are employed in these tasks.5 To assay

whether mice use binocular information to infer depth without

training, we modified the classical visual cliff test,5 in which an

animal is placed on glass over surfaces with shallow and deep

locations, to include a pole descent to the surfaces.9 The clas-

sical visual cliff test relies on visual activity from the lower visual

field, where there is less binocular overlap (Figure 1A). We incor-

porated the pole descent because it orients mouse eyes toward

the surfaces to discriminate and engages the upper visual field,

where there is considerable binocular overlap in visual represen-

tations (Figure 1A and Figure S1; related to Figure 1).2,11,12

In the pole descent cliff task (PDCT), a mouse descends a ver-

tical pole to the glass divided into four quadrants. One quadrant

is closer, with a 2.5 cm surface below the cone, whereas the
Current
other quadrants had surfaces with adjustable deeper depths. A

cone 10 cm in diameter rests at the bottom of the pole on thin

metal rails 2 cm above a plate of glass and 2.5 cm above the

nearest platform (Figure 1B and Figure S2 related to Figure 1).

These rails obscure the edges between the quadrant presenting

the nearest platform and the remaining three quadrants. All inte-

rior surfaces are covered by a black and white 2.5 cm check-

board pattern.

We tested cohorts of mice on the PDCT with the nearest plat-

form fixed at 2.5 cm below the cone and one of four distances for

the remaining three quadrants: 7.6 cm, 15.2 cm, 30.5, or 61 cm

(Figure 1C). The fractional success of individual mice exiting the

cone to the quadrant of the nearest platform rather than the other

three quadrants was determined from 10–15 interleaved trials

(see STAR Methods for details). Mice with binocular vision did

not preferentially target the nearest platform when the remaining

three quadrants were 7.6 cm below the cone (p > 0.99, Kruskal-

Wallis test with Dunn’s correction for 7 comparisons included

comparing each distance pair between binocular andmonocular

vision as well as the fractional success of monocular vision of 2.5

versus 7.6 cm versus the remaining 3 distance pairs) (Figure 1C).

Mice displayed greater preference for the nearest platform when

the other platforms were located at distances of 15.2 cm or

greater (p = 0.0002 or less for each comparison,). Mice tested
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Figure 1. The pole descent cliff task reveals the binocular component of depth perception

(A) The orientation of mouse eyes results in greater binocular overlap (green) in the upper (blue) versus the lower (brown) visual field. Traditional cliff tests orient the

mouse parallel to the discriminated surfaces, which will be mostly represented in the lower visual field. The pole descent reorients the mouse downward so that

the discriminated surfaces are mostly in the upper visual field.

(B) A schematic of the pole descent cliff task. Mice descend a pole 1 cm in diameter to cone positioned above a plate of glass. Small aluminum rails obscure the

edges beneath separating the quadrant with the nearest platform from the three more distant surfaces. The entire interior surface of the box is covered in a black

and white checkerboard pattern, including the walls (not shown).

(C) Fractional success of mice under either binocular (red) or monocular viewing conditions (black) descending to the nearest platform fixed at 2.5 cm relative to

the distance of the remaining platforms at 7.6 cm (n = 19 binocular, 14 monocular), 15.2 cm (n = 28,20), 30.5 cm, = (n = 9,17) and 61.0 cm (n = 15,13). Eachmouse

(circle) was tested 10–15 times at only one pair of depths and either binocular or monocular vision. Dashed line is a chance fraction of 0.25. (***p = 0.0002; ****p <

0.0001, Kruskal Wallis test).

(D) A sample of three-dimensional traces of the position of themouse descending the pole over timewhen exiting to the 2.5 versus the 30.5 cm surface. Each color

is a different trial.

(E) Left: angular position around the pole with respect to the near surface varies substantially until the mice reach the cone after descending the pole. Middle:

shaded regions are standard error. Right: the angular position is similar to a random distribution on the pole (upper) and is biased toward the edges within the

quadrant of the near surface when the mice reach the cone (lower). See also Figures S1, S2, and Videos S1 and S2.
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with monocular vision by suturing closed one eye exhibited no

significant choice preference for platform distance (p > 0.99,

comparing fractional success of monocular 2.5 versus 7.6

against each greater distance). We measured the time required

for a subset of mice to descend the pole with either binocular

or monocular vision. The percentage of discarded trials (slips

or time-outs) for monocular versus binocular trials were similar,

and the mice did not descend the poles at significantly longer

times when one eye was occluded (Mann-Whitney test, p =

0.23, data not shown), suggesting that the occlusion did not

affect their ability to descend the pole. Thus, mice require binoc-

ular vision to identify the nearest platform in the PDCT.

For a subset of trials, we recorded video of the mice descend-

ing the pole and estimated their position in three dimensions

(Figure 1D and Videos S1 and S2; related to Figure 1). When

the mice chose the near quadrant, the mice appeared to make

their decision when they reached the cone (Figure 1E). We
2 Current Biology 31, 1–8, May 24, 2021
quantified this observation by measuring the angular deviation

of the position around the pole versus the distance from the

cone, which drops significantly when reaching the cone (Fig-

ure 1E). The position of the mice on the pole with respect to

the near surface appears random but narrows near the borders

for the quadrant of the near surface when the mice reach the

cone (Figure 1E). This reorientation when mice are close to the

surfaces, where binocular disparity differences would be larger,

supports that they make their decision close to this location.

Next, we examined how these behavioral results relate to the

tuning of visual cortical neurons to horizontal binocular dispar-

ities associated with depth. Objects nearer with respect to

aligned binocular receptive fields have crossed disparities

(negative) while more distant objects have uncrossed disparities

(positive) (Figures 2A and 2B). We converted the distances of the

surfaces presented in the PDCT into disparities based on the ge-

ometry for the interocular separation of the mouse (1 cm). The



Figure 2. Neuronal discrimination of PDCT depths with disparity-tuned neurons in the mouse visual cortex

(A) Binocular disparity for the mouse was computed for each surface depth used in the pole descent cliff task (PDCT). The dashed line corresponds to zero

disparity for the viewing distance.

(B) An example of retinal projections for 2.5 and 30.5 cm surfaces is shown to the right. The gray screen shows the horizontal shift for the left (upper) and right

(lower) eye images necessary to produce stereoscopic surfaces that correspond to the depths of these PDCT surfaces. The projections are not drawn to scale for

clarity.

(C) Example disparity tuning curves measured with two-photon microscopy with preferred disparities matching the PDCT surfaces. Error bars are standard error

(n = 10 repeats).

(legend continued on next page)
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nearest surface yields a crossed disparity of 5 degrees while the

farthest surfaces start to asymptote at uncrossed disparities of

nearly 2 degrees (Figure 2A). This range of disparities is well

within the tuning preferences of mice.2,3

In this framework, we evaluated whether the calcium re-

sponses for a population of neurons from the visual cortex

imaged by two-photon microscopy were sufficient to discrimi-

nate surfaces for the distances presented for the PDCT (Fig-

ure 1C). Figure 2C presents example disparity tuning curves of

neurons across the distances tested with the PDCT. Tuning

curves for 2.5 and 7.6 cm have a substantial amount of overlap

and only modest differences in responses. The differences in re-

sponses increases as the distance between surfaces increases

until the disparity differences begin to saturate near the limit for

a convergence angle for the greatest distances.

The distances tested in the PDCT cluster around the dispar-

ities to which most neurons are tuned (Figure 2D). To test

discrimination with these neuronal responses, we divided the

population of neurons into those that prefer relative near sur-

faces from neurons preferring relative far surfaces. Relative

near and far are defined by splitting the population based on

the PDCT distances. Similar to Britten et al.,13 the population

of neurons are performing a two-alternative forced choice task.

Relative-near neurons prefer the near surface (2.5 cm) and all

other surfaces are mismatched to this preference or are ‘‘anti-

preferred’’ surfaces (Figure 2E, left). Relative-far neurons prefer

the far surfaces, and the near surface is mismatched or anti-

preferred (Figure 2E, right). If the relative-near neurons are highly

responsive and relative-far neurons are not responsive, the near

surface is discriminated. If relative-far neurons are highly respon-

sive and relative near-neurons are not responsive, the far surface

is discriminated. For all neurons in the population, we computed

d’ between pairs of responses for surfaces matched to the

preferred surface (correct) and responses for surfaces mis-

matched to the preferred surface (incorrect).14 Estimates of d’ in-

crease systematically with increasing differences in distance and

plateau for the most distant surfaces (Figure 2F). This outcome

was similar whether we evaluated only neurons that are signifi-

cantly tuned for disparity (tuned) or all neurons that displayed

significant visually evoked responses (visual). The results are

similar between significant disparity-tuned neurons and visually

responsive neurons because many visually responsive neurons

are still selective for disparity but do not pass a significance

test for disparity because of the variable response of simple cells

to random dot stimuli.2,15 The d’ values for neuronal discrimina-

tion correspond to values of fractional success that are similar to

the fractional success we measured with the PDCT (Figure 2F).

These findings are consistent with a role for disparity tuning in

binocular performance on the PDCT.

We determined the disparities for each depth for mice viewing

the surface 5.1 cm from the edge of the cone (Figure 3A, brown
(D) Distribution of disparity tuning preferences for neurons in the visual cortex. The

based on the PDCT disparities.2,9

(E) Distribution of normalized responses for relative near- and far-tuned neurons

(F) Neuronal discrimination measured with d’ between normalized responses to t

172) and significant visually responsive neurons (Visual, N = 477). Fractional suc

incorrect responses for relative near- and far-tuned cells. Error bars are stand

(bootstrapped, p < 0.001).
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mouse). We selected this viewing distance based on observa-

tions of the behavior of the mice because it is where they

frequently changed their direction toward the quadrant of the

near surface (Figure 1E). However, these d’ values are resistant

to reasonable deviations in the viewing position. We repeated

our discrimination analysis using distances progressively nearer

to and farther away from the edge of the cone as the base of the

pole. Mice viewing the surfaces from higher on the cone reduces

the convergence angle and constricts disparities over a narrower

range, leading to greater overlap in disparity tuning curves (Fig-

ure 3A, light blue and blue). This results in lower d’ values and

reduced discrimination performance but with a similar trajectory

(Figure 3B). This potentially explains why themicewould wait un-

til the cone to choose a quadrant, since disparity discrimination

performance would continue to improve as they move closer.

Mice viewing the surfaces from closer to the edge of the cone in-

creases the convergence angle and expands the disparity differ-

ences (Figure 3A, pink and red). This results in slightly higher d’

values and enhanced discrimination performance (Figure 3B).

At the closest viewing distance tested (Figure 3A, dark red), per-

formance is reduced because the disparity of the nearest surface

extends to the edge of the distribution of preferred disparities

(<�10 degrees) where fewer neurons are activated (Figure 3B).

Our discrimination analysis with respect to viewing distance in

Figure 3 predicted that performance would be cut nearly in half

with respect to a chance ratio of 0.5 for the optimally close dis-

tance versus the farthest distance we examined. We conducted

an additional experiment to test this prediction by moving the

2.5 cm surface to 10.2 cm and the 30.5 cm surface to 38.1 cm.

This forced the mice to make a depth discrimination from farther

away. The mice were still able to significantly discriminate a 10.2

versus 38.1 cm surface above chance (0.45 ± 0.04; Kruskal Wallis

test, p = 0.002, n = 17mice), but that performancewassignificantly

lower (less than half with respect to a chance ratio of 0.25) than

mice discriminating a 2.5 versus 30.5 cm surface (0.77 ± 0.02;

Kruskal Wallis test, p = 0.03) (Figure S3, related to Figure 3).

Binocular eye movements differ between head-fixed mice and

freely behaving mice.16 When mice make saccadic eye or head/

eyemovements, any asymmetry in saccade sizes changes binoc-

ular alignment (Figure 4A). The spread of this distribution doubles

for mice that are freely moving (black; s = 7.9�)16 compared to

head-fixed mice (gray; s = 3.9�).2,16 To examine how the greater

range of natural eye movements may influence depth perception,

we repeated our disparity discrimination with different binocular

alignments. We used the 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentile

alignments to compute new disparities for the PDCT surfaces

(Figures 4A and 4B). When the eyes rotate inward (less divergent),

the surfaces are represented by more uncrossed disparities.

When the eyes rotate outward (more divergent), the surfaces are

represented by more crossed disparities. Disparities associated

with each of the four eye alignments are captured by the
unimodal distribution was divided (dashed line) into relative near and far tuned

for each surface.

he two compared surfaces for significant disparity-tuned neurons (Tuned, N =

cess was estimated from d’. Insets are combined distributions of correct and

ard error and all data points are statistically significantly greater than zero



Figure 3. Robustness of neuronal discrimination with changes in viewing distance

(A) Surface depths were converted into binocular disparity for a range of viewing distances from farther to nearer (blue to red). Dashed lines are zero disparity for

each corresponding viewing distance defined by the screen distance used when measuring disparity tuning (22.2 cm).

(B) Neuronal discrimination performance for different viewing distances for significant disparity-tuned (top) and visually responsive (bottom) neurons. Error bars

are standard error. See also Figure S3.
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distribution of preferred disparities we have reported previously

(Figure 4B).2 The discrimination performance is nearly identical

for the 25th and 75th percentile, suggesting that there would be

no change in performance for half of the observed natural binoc-

ular alignments (Figure 4C, pink and light blue). Performance be-

gins to diminish for the most convergent and divergent align-

ments, but the discrimination still follows a similar trajectory

(Figure 4C, red and blue). Performance is diminished for these

alignments because they move disparities for the nearest and

farthest surfaces to the edges of the distribution where fewer neu-

rons will be activated by these surfaces. If we apply a minimum

threshold that considers only those neurons sufficiently activated

by the surfaces during the task, neuronal discrimination perfor-

mance can be enhanced to better match the behavioral perfor-

mance (Figure S4, related to Figure 4).

Mice are natural climbers17,18. Here, we exploited that natural

climbing behavior to investigate the characteristics of depth

perception in mice. We modified the classic visual cliff task by

introducing a pole descent component in order to measure the

ranges of depths that mice can discriminate behaviorally without

training. Using this paradigm, we demonstrate that mice perform

above chance levels at finding the nearest surface when

comparing distances between 2.5 cm and 15.1 cm, and perfor-

manceprogressively improveswith larger differences indistances.

This performance was severely impaired by monocular occlusion,

consistent with mice using binocular vision to perform the task.

A key advantage of the PDCT is that it orients the mouse to-

ward the surfaces of the platform (Figure 1A). A consequence
of the lateral and upward orientation of mouse eyes is that

most of their binocular overlap occurs in the upper visual

field.2,11,12 Traditional cliff tests place mice on a horizontal

transparent surface or rod just above the surfaces.5,19,20 These

tasks generally orient the mouse parallel to the plane of the sur-

faces at differing depths. Rodents tilt their head downward

about 20 degrees to position the binocular field in front of

them.7,21 This angle is much smaller than the 90-degree

change in orientation associated with descending the pole.

When the mice are oriented horizontally, surfaces are predom-

inantly confined to the lower visual field, where there is much

less binocular overlap compared to our task. In the classical

test of depth perception, mice have less access to binocular in-

formation andmay therefore dependmore onmonocular depth

cues such as shadows, motion parallax, or perspective from

differences in size. We demonstrate that PDCT requires binoc-

ular vision and that their performance matches expectations

from the neural disparity signals. The placement of animals

on a pole provides a paradigm in which they naturally take

advantage of disparity cues.

Binocular overlap is one of several features that vary across the

dorsal-ventral axis of visual space for the mouse.22 The ventral

retina is dominated by cones sensitive to ultraviolet light.23,24

Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) also vary in function, cell density,

and morphology across this axis. For example, transient off-alpha

RGCs are more sustained in the dorsal retina compared to the

ventral retina,25 and direction-selective JAM-BRGCs become co-

lor opponent in the ventral retina.26 The density of W3 RGCs is
Current Biology 31, 1–8, May 24, 2021 5



Figure 4. Robustness of neuronal discrimination with changes in binocular alignment

(A) Distribution of saccade size differences for head-fixed and head-free freely movingmice.16 A negative difference corresponds to the eyes rotating inward (left,

red) and a positive difference corresponds to the eyes rotating outward (right, blue). Arrows highlight percentiles of the data that were used to test performance for

changes in binocular alignment.

(B) Distribution of preferred disparities for all significant visually response neurons.2 Highlighted regions correspond to the disparity range represented by the

surfaces used in the task for the average binocular alignment (gray) and corresponding changes in alignment noted in (C).

(C) Neuronal discrimination performance for different binocular alignments for significant disparity-tuned (top) and visually responsive (bottom) neurons. Error

bars are standard error. See also Figure S4.
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greater in the medioventral retina, and these RGCs are selective

for small moving objects.27 Both orientation-selective JAM-B

RGCs and posterior tuned on-off direction selective ganglion cells

display shifts in morphology in the ventral retina.28,29 How this di-

versity of retinal function translates into variation in spatio-tempo-

ral coding of the visual scene to contribute to visually guided per-

formance such as the depth perception examined here are

interesting but unanswered questions.

In previous work, we demonstrated that mice could use binoc-

ular disparity cues in trained behavior.2 However, this task was

unnatural and required head-fixed mice and extensive training

for a rewarded behavior. Here, we tested depths in the PDCT

that correspond to most of the preferred disparities of binocular

neurons in mouse visual cortex. Critically, disparity responses

associated with surfaces matching the distances examined in

the PDCTwere sufficient to discriminate depth with performance

that matched the behavior. The range of disparity tuning and

limits (threshold and saturation) in discrimination in the visual

cortex correspond to the range and limits of depths discrimi-

nated by the mice. Additionally, our neural discrimination anal-

ysis predicted diminished performance from greater viewing

distances, a prediction borne out in subsequent behavioral ex-

periments (Figure S3, related to Figure 3).
6 Current Biology 31, 1–8, May 24, 2021
Binocular eye movements differ between head-fixed mice

and mice engaged in natural behaviors.16 Whether the stereo-

scopic behavior we observed with head-fixed mice would

translate to natural behavior observed in rodents in general

was unclear.6–8 Although variation in binocular alignment alters

the disparities of the surfaces across distance, the range of

disparity preferences represented in mouse visual cortex is

sufficient for nearly all possible depths encountered by mice

(from 2 cm to U), even with large changes in binocular align-

ment.2,3 Our analysis assumes that mice are making a relative

disparity discrimination choosing the nearest surface in a com-

parison. The observation that mice generally move toward the

borders between the near and far surfaces supports this

assumption (Figure 1E). Because we only measured absolute

disparity in V1 and our analysis makes a relative disparity

discrimination, future studieswill be required to examine if rela-

tive disparity is also explicitly represented in V1, or in subse-

quent visual areas in the mouse that have disparity tuning

such as area LM.3 In the primate visual system, relative

disparity compared to absolute disparity is more strongly rep-

resented in V2 versus V1.30,31 Disparity tuning differences be-

tween V1 and LM observed thus far in the mouse are similar

to those observed between V1 and V2 in the primate.32
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This emergence of depth perception from binocular vision has

been the subject of intense scrutiny as a platform to understand

how neural circuits perform computations and are subject to sen-

sory experience. We developed a novel assay of depth sensitivity,

demonstrated that mice require binocular cues to solve this task,

and linked the performance in this task to the neural signals of

disparity in the visual cortex. Because performance on this task

is closely aligned with the cortical visual representation, it may

prove to be a useful tool to understand the behavioral conse-

quences that follow abnormalities in binocular vision including

amblyopia, as well as an assay to measure the effectiveness of

treatments to assist in the recovery of normal binocular vision.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
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Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57Bl6J The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 00664

Mouse: C57BL/6J-Tg(Thy1-GCaMP6f)

GP5.17Dkim/J

The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 025393

Software and Algorithms

Analysis code for the two-photon and pole

descent tracking data

Figshare (https://figshare.com/

projects/Natural_binocular_depth_

discrimination_behavior_in_mice_

explained_by_visual_cortical_

activity/97846)

N/A

Discrimination analysis 2 N/A

Deposited Data

PDCT behavioral performance Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/

10.17632/jgrktzy2hf.1).

N/A

Data for the two-photon and pole descent

tracking data

Figshare (https://figshare.com/

projects/Natural_binocular_depth_

discrimination_behavior_in_mice_

explained_by_visual_cortical_

activity/97846)

N/A
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Aaron W.

McGee (aaron.mcgee@louisville.edu).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new reagents

Data and Code Availability
The data corresponding to the PDCT behavioral performance for Figure 1C are available at Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/10.17632/

jgrktzy2hf.1). Data and analysis code for the two-photon and pole descent tracking data are available through Figshare (https://

figshare.com/projects/Natural_binocular_depth_discrimination_behavior_in_mice_explained_by_visual_cortical_activity/97846).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
Experiments and procedures were performed on both C57bl6 adult male and female mice (RRID: JAX: 00664). Mice were group

housed and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle under standard housing conditions. All procedures and care were performed in

accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the University of Louisville and the University

of Texas at Austin.

METHOD DETAILS

Monocular Deprivation (MD)
One eye was closed using a single mattress suture tied with 6-0 polypropylene monofilament (Prolene 8709H; Ethicon) under brief

isoflurane anesthesia (2%) for durations described. The knot was sealed with cyanoacrylate glue. Prior to behavioral testing, the eye

was examined while handling the mouse. Mice in which the suture did not hold overnight were re-sutured and examined again the

following day.
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Whisker clipping
The day prior to testing, mice were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane (5% induction, 1% maintenance) and the vibrissae clipped

close the mystacial pad with iridectomy scissors. Mice recovered on a water jacket regulated by a thermostat in isolated cages

and then were returned to group housing.

The Pole Descent Visual Cliff Task
The Pole Descent Visual Cliff (PDVC) task evaluates the preference of untrained mice to descend a pole to the closest of 4 platforms

visible through a glass surface. The platform of the nearest quadrant is adjustable independently from the three remaining quadrants

with lab-grade jacks (United Scientific Steel) positioned beneath platforms. The box housing the platforms is constructed with black

High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Panels, connected using 2.5 3 2.5 cm T-slotted aluminum railing (80/20). Hinged doors are

located on one side of the box to allow for adjustment of the platform(s) as needed. All interior surfaces and platforms were covered

in a high-contrast pattern (vinyl decal paper with adhesive backing, patterned with 2.53 2.5 cm sized black and white checkerboard

squares), aligning the pattern so that the edges of the squares were aligned. The top glass surface is 61 cm square with a centered

circular 1.3 cm hole. A round plastic dowel (pole) 1 cm in diameter is attached to the base of the box and projects through the hole to a

height of 51 cm about the glass. The pole is texturizedwith a rubberized coating (Flex Seal) to improve grip for themice. A cone 7.6 cm

high and 10 cm in diameter cut froma funnel rests on two cross beams of lightweight aluminumhexbar 0.3 cm in diameter (McMaster-

Carr) and is positioned 2 cm above the glass surface. The testing box rests on a 16’’ plastic turntable to permit repositioning of the

target quadrant (McMaster-Carr). See Figure S2 for pictures and a diagram of the testing box.

Prior to testing, mice were individually handed for 2 days for 5 min each. During this period, mice were allowed to explore the open

palm and gloved hands of the experimenter. On the day of testing, cages of mice were collected from the vivarium, placed on shelves

outside the testing room, and acclimated for 1 h. Cohorts of male mice tested to completion, then cohorts of female mice were tested

thereafter.

Cohorts of mice were tested in interleaved trials with the position of the nearest quadrant chosen at random. The quadrant was

never in the same position for more than two consecutive trials. For each trial a mouse was collected from the cage with both hands,

perched upon the open palm of the experiments, and then placed on the pole facing away from the experimenter such that the back

legs grasped the pole approximately 2 cm from the top. Mice then climbed down the pole and exited to the platform. Outcomes were

scored when the mice touched the glass with two front paws. Thereafter they were collected from the chamber. Mice were scored as

follows for 15 trials: 1 =Mouse exited the pole to the quadrant with the closest platform; 0 =Mouse exited the pole to any other quad-

rant ; ‘S’ = Mouse slipped off the pole or cone; or ‘T’ = the mouse ‘timed-out’ because it did not exit the pole within three minutes.

Following each trial, the pole, the cone, the aluminum rods, and the glass surface were cleaned with disinfectant wipes (Clorox�
Multi-Surface Cleaning Wipes without Bleach) and the glass surface then cleaned with solution containing ammonia and 2-hexox-

yethanol (Windex).

The average score for eachmouse was calculated across 15 trials. If a mouse receives 3 consecutive scores of ‘T’, the mouse was

not tested in subsequent trials. S and T scores were not factored into the fractional success. Onlymice that completed 8 ormore trials

with a score of 0 or 1 for those trials were included the analysis. We excluded 8 percent of mice based on these criteria.

Videography of the Pole Descent Cliff Task
Video was captured of three additional mice performing multiple trials of the pole descent cliff task discriminating a 2.5 cm from

30.5 cm surface. Only correct trials were analyzed and to avoid dealing with occlusion from the cone, trials where the mouse had

to choose one of the back two quadrants were excluded. This provided us with 14 videos and the tracking results from these videos

were significantly consistent (Figures 1D and 1E). We also qualitatively observed this behavior across all of our experiments that were

not captured with video. The head and body of the mice were tracked over time using DeepLabCut,33 but we found the head to more

reliably capture the position of the mouse, which was used for all subsequent steps. Markers were placed at the top of the pole and

top of the cone, which were used to vertically orient the frames with respect to the pole and to convert pixels into cm. Considering a

prior assumption of relative smooth changes in mouse position from frame to frame, we fit the DeepLabCut output to a polynomial of

order 30. These smoothed horizontal and vertical coordinates of the head position of themice were then converted into (1) an angular

position with respect to the pole that captures horizontal and depth positions and (2) height from the cone. To simplify angle com-

putations, the head was assumed 1 cm from the pole and progressively farther from the pole once reaching the cone based on the

angle of the cone. Additionally, frames were hand scored on whether the mouse was in front of or behind the pole. This hand scoring

correlated with the DeepLabCut confidence score, since the tracking was less confident when the mouse was partially occluded by

the pole. With all of this information, we computed the angle of the mouse with respect to the pole, where zero degrees is directly to

the right of the pole. This angle estimate was also smoothed to compensate for small headmovements unrelated to body position on

the pole. Height from the cone was then estimated from the vertical position and the angle. When the mouse is behind the pole, the

height is reduced relative to the vertical position and when the mouse is in front of the pole, the height is increased relative to the

vertical position. All angle results were rotated so that the near surface was always in the lower right quadrant (315 to 0 degrees).

Angular deviation was computed versus height and compared to the deviation for a random distribution of angles of equal size.34

Last, a histogram of positions was computed for on the pole (heights above 0) versus on the cone (heights below 0), and both histo-

grams were compared to a random distribution of angles.
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Calcium imaging of neuronal activity with two-photon microscopy
The imaging data compared to the behavioral data was previously published.2 In summary, one male and two female C57BL/6J-

Tg(Thy1-GCaMP6f)GP5.17Dkim/J mice that express GCamp6f under the Thy1 promoter were imaged head-fixed while awake

and free to run on a floating trackball (RRID: JAX: 025393).35,36 A titanium bar was affixed to the skull with dental acrylic and a 3-

mm glass window was placed over the binocular region of V1 under isoflurane anesthesia (1%–3%). Excitation light from a

mode-locked (920 nm) Chameleon Ultra Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Technologies) was focused with a 16x water objective (0.8 nu-

merical aperture; Nikon) 150-250 mmbelow the surface and green light images (2563 455 pixels) were collected with photomultiplier

tubes at 30 Hz from a 400 –500 mm square region with a custom-built two-photon resonant mirror scanning microscope.37

Neuronal discrimination of depth
All neuronal response and discrimination analysis were performed consistent with our published methods.2 To measure disparity-

dependent responses, black and white dynamic random dot stereograms (70� x 100�, 6 Hz, 7.4� dot size, 400 dots) were shown

to mice rear-projected onto an RP3D polarization-preserving screen (Severtson Screens) placed 22 cm in front of the mice with

an Optoma HD27 projector and a circular polarization alternator (DepthQ/Lightspeed Design) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz. Passive

circular polarization filters were placed in front of the mouse eyes to achieve stereoscopic presentation. Pixel intensities were

summed within hand selected masks around cells based on size, shape, brightness and responsiveness. Responses to each 6 s

stimulus presentation (interleaved with 6 s mean gray screen) were normalized by subtracting and dividing by the median response

over the duration of an imaging session (DF/F). Significant visual responses (p < 0.05) were determined by comparing the paired dif-

ference between the mean response when the stimulus was on and the mean response in the preceding 2 s. Significant disparity

tuning (p < 0.05) was determined with a Kruskal–Wallis test across presented disparities. Crossed (-) and uncrossed (+) disparities

of 0�, 1.85�, 5.55�, and 9.20� were shown tomice and we fit Gabor functions to the responses to these disparities.15,38,39 Eye position

was continuously measured and there was no significant disparity-dependent change in binocular alignment. Gabor functions for

cells were used to discriminate disparities estimated from the depths used in the pole descent cliff test. The preferred disparity

for each cell was the maximum response. In our previous work, the task involved disparities that were always symmetric around

zero disparity.2 For the task in this study, the surfaces are not symmetric around zero disparity so cells were assigned as relative

near or far based on the disparity in between the largest crossed and uncrossed disparity used in the task rather than being absolutely

crossed or uncrossed. For the population of cells, all responses were normalized by the response to the preferred disparity and d’

was computed by comparing the normalized responses to the two disparities for the surfaces the mice had to discriminate:14

d0 =
mcorrect� mincorrect

1
2
ðs2correct+ s2incorrectÞ (Equation 1)

where correct are the responses for surfaces matched to the preference of the neuron and incorrect are the responses for surfaces

mismatched to the preference of the neuron. For d’ to increase, relative near cells should respondmore to the surface with a crossed

disparity or closer to crossed disparities and relative far cells should respondmore to the surfacewith uncrossed disparity or closer to

uncrossed disparities. The ratio of correct discriminations was estimated from d’ measurements.40 For variations in viewing distance

or binocular eye alignment, disparity was recomputed for the five surfaces and tuning curves, and relative near and far disparity pref-

erence was reclassified.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For the Pole Descent Cliff Task, statistical comparisons were analyzed using Prism software (GraphPad). Values were reported as

averages with standard error of means (SEM). Circles represent individual mice. Comparisons of the effects of distances and manip-

ulations during testing were analyzed via a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s correction.

For the angular deviation and neuronal discrimination of depth, all statistical tests were nonparametric based on the median and

error bars were based on bootstrap analysis of the median by resampled data 1000 times, allowing repeats, to produce surrogate

datasets of the same size. The 160th and 840th samples were used for the SE of the median for all results.
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